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ABSTRACT

Dynamic videos are viewed fundamentally different from

static images. Besides spatial features, motion feature also

plays an important role as a temporal factor. Most exist-

ing video saliency models usually employ optical flow to

represent the motion feature. However, optical flow often

suffers from the discontinuity problem. And we also notice

that human fixations in one single video frame are much

sparser than that in an identical still picture. However, many

spatial saliency models take each video frame as static image

independently. In this paper, we predict the dynamic visual

saliency by fusing spatial and temporal features. In order to

construct the temporal relationships among a set of successive

frames, we introduce a smoothness operator in optical flow

field to obtain more accurate motion feature. Then, consider-

ing the sparse property of video saliency, we adapt the weights

of the regions surrounding to the saliency gravity center in

the final maps. The experiments show that our model is

more consistent with humans eye-tracking benchmarks than

the state-of-the-art models.

Index Terms— video saliency, optical flow, temporal

superpixel, gravity center

1. INTRODUCTION

Visual attention is a selective mechanism of the human visual

system. It plays an important role in biological vision to parse

complex scenes quickly, robustly and effectively. It is affected

by both the visual stimulus that composes the scene and the

observer biases which are derived from high-level perception

[1]. Recently, there has been increasing interest in stimulating

the visual attention mechanism. Most of these works focus on
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Fig. 1. Saliency prediction examples from DIEM benchmark.

Frames with small motion or complex background impose

challenges on state-of-the-art algorithms

stimuli driven models, which are named bottom-up methods.

Some researchers attempt to model top-down approaches

based on high-level perceptual and cognitive factors. Above

efforts usually generate saliency maps for the image or video

frames to predict the likelihood of a location in scene to attract

humans attention [2]. Based on the probability maps, visual

attention models are widely applied in computer vision and

graphic applications [1].

A considerable research efforts have recently been pro-

posed to develop the computational saliency models of static

image. In the pioneer work [2], saliency is computed by a

network of neurons, where a stimulus that is similar to its

surrounding suppresses neural responses and will result in

low saliency, while an excitatory stimulus that differs from its

surround will lead to high saliency values. Following works

have tried to identify general computational principles for

saliency [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Compared with images, video

introduces motion channel and these spatial models do not

work so well. Fig. 1 shows that our model is more consistent

with human attention than the state-of-the-art models.

Compared with saliency detection in still images, much

less work has been done on video saliency. Gou et al. [8]

adopted an efficient method based on spectral analysis of the
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Fig. 2. The framework of proposed model.

frequencies in the video and then applied saliency in video

compression. Hae and Peyman [9] computed local regression

kernels to measure the likeness of a voxel to its surroundings.

Fang et al. [10] detected spatial and temporal saliency sep-

arately and adaptively fused them using a spatiotemporally

adaptive entropy-based uncertainty weighting approach. In

[11], video saliency was predicted in compression domain

and the number of bits spent on the encoding of a block of

a video data was selected as the saliency feature, then it was

optimized with a spatiotemporal markov random field model.

Existing studies have demonstrated that object motion is

often highly correlated with visual attention [12]. A key issue

in video saliency detection is how to calculate and utilize the

motion features. Recently, the optical flow is widely applied

to detect motion features [10], [13]. But the optical flow has

two drawbacks. One is that we fail to distinguish salient

region from optical flow field when the camera is moving.

The other is that there may exist an apparent moving object

and human will focus on the salient moving region when the

difference between two adjacent frames is very small. In this

situation, optical flow fails to reflect the perceptual motion.

Another problem existing in previous efforts is that the

saliency maps of these models are broadened like spatial

saliency methods. Fig. 1 shows that the spatial model detects

two or more salient regions in complex scene. However, when

seeing video frames, observers focus on very limited area in

each single frame. Therefore, the typical saliency distribution

is very sparse in video. And human gaze on the new frame

will be very similar to that on the previous frame. All the

above mean that human gaze in video can be described as a

(a) (d)(b) (c)

Fig. 3. (a) Original two consecutive frames with groundtruth;

(b) Original optical flow maps; (c) Smoothed optical flow

maps; (d) Final saliency maps

continuous and sparse region.

Inspired by these two problems in previous video saliency

models, we propose a novel video saliency detection frame-

work combined with the optimized optical flow and gravity

center bias. To solve the discontinuity of optical flow, we

attempt to establish the connection in a period of consecutive

frames[14]. In this work, we utilize temporal superpixel algo-

rithm [15] to segment video into a set of temporal consistency

superpixels and smooth the optical flow field in each Tempo-

ral Super-Pixel (TSP). Besides, we adaptively fuse temporal

and spatial saliency and propagate it from the previous frame

to the current frame. This ensures that the saliency maps

of two adjacent frames are as similar as possible. Another

contribution we have made is that we introduce gravity center

bias to improve the sparsity of video saliency maps. Based on

the assumption that human usually focus on one salient region

of dynamic scene in most cases, we calculate the gravity

center of a saliency map and convolve it with a 2D Gaussian

filter to generate a centralized saliency map. It represents the

most salient region in one frame. And we increase weight

of this region and suppress other regions by averaging the

centralized saliency map with the origin saliency map. This

operator efficiently improves the final prediction accuracy.

2. METHODOLOGY

The framework of our model contains three steps and is

exhibited in Fig. 2. Firstly we segment video into TSPs and

smooth optical flow to obtain more effective motion feature.

Then we calculate contrast based temporal saliency and fuse

it with spatial saliency from an existing model. Along with

fusion procedure, we propagate saliency maps from previous

frame to the current one to generate continuously changeable

results. At the end, we improve weight of gravity center

region to obtain more sparse saliency maps.

2.1. Temporal and spatial features extraction

In this section, we extract both motion and static features

for further processing. We iteratively smooth optical flow to
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Fig. 4. The figure shows the ratio of mean saliency value in

human gaze points and random sampled points

generate raw motion feature. This solves the problem of dis-

continuity of optical flow and reduce the effect of noise. The

spatial saliency feature refers to a quick and efficient image

saliency model, which can be replaced by other models.

2.1.1. Temporal feature

We apply temporal superpixel method [15] to solve the dis-

continuity of optical flow. It segments video into temporally

consecutive superpixels with similar appearance and motion.

Then a video can be represented by a set of TSPs, denoted

as Nk
tk
, k ∈ {1, 2, ...i}, tk ∈ {mk,mk + 1, ..., nk}. This

means that the k-th TSP starts from mk-th frame and ends

in nk-th frame. The temporal superpixel algorithm calculates

optical flow [16] in both forward and backward way, and we

select the forward one. Motion feature of each superpixel is

represented by its mean optical flow vector. And the motion

feature of a TSP is M(Nk
t ), t ∈ (mk, nk).

For a superpixel Nk
t , we set a smooth operator with

temporal window [t − L, t + L] (L controls the window size

and we set L = 8). And the smoothed motion feature is:

M(Nk
t ) =

∑t+L
ε=t−L F (Nk

ε )

2L+ 1
(1)

F (Nk
ε ) is the average optical flow vector of a superpixel

in one frame. In Fig. 3, (a) represents two consecutive

frames with groundtruth, (b) shows the original optical flow

maps. We can see that the under map is ambiguous and totally

different to the upper one. After our smoothing process, the

new optical maps and the last saliency maps are shown in

(c) and (d). We can see that our new optical flow reflect the

true motion. In this work, we utilize contrast prior to estimate

superpixel-level saliency. And the saliency value SM (N i
t ) for

superpixel N i
t is calculated as :

SM (N i
t ) =

∑
j

exp(−D2
i,j

σ2
)‖M(N i

t )−M(N j
t )‖2 (2)

D2
i,j is the Euclidean distance between two superpixels.

σ is set as 5 empirically. By this way, the initial temporal

saliency map is represented by SM = [Sk
M ]N×1. Exactly, it

is a saliency value vector of N superpixels in one frame.

To verify the effectiveness of the smoothed optical flow,

we first generate raw saliency maps for the original and

proposed feature via Equation (2). Then we calculate the

ratio between mean saliency value in human gaze points

and random sampled points. The bigger the ratio, the more

accurate the saliency map for one frame. Fig. 4 shows

the distributions of the ratios of original optical flow and

smoothed optical flow. The dotted curve is the distribution

of the ratio of raw optical flow when we set L = 0, and

the solid one corresponds to the iterative smoothed motion

saliency when we set L = 8. The area of the solid one when

the ratio is under 1 is much smaller than that of the dotted

one. The results show that our smoothed motion feature is an

effective predictor of fixations.

2.1.2. Spatial feature

We choose RARE [3] algorithm to calculate spatial feature.

We prefer RARE over other image saliency methods for two

main reasons: 1. It has been shown that RARE accurately

predicts saliency in image [17]; 2. It is fast to calculate spatial

saliency compared to other more accurate methods. Section

3.2 demonstrates that RARE can be replaced by other spatial

saliency models. The spatial feature is represented by SS =
[Sk

S ]N×1, where Sk
S is the mean value in each superpixel.

2.2. Adaptive integration and saliency propagation

In this section, we introduce an adaptive temporal and spatial

feature integration strategy. In order to make sure that salien-

cy maps in two adjacent frames are as similar as possible, we

propagate saliency from previous frame to the current frame.

We formulate the integration and propagation problem as

an energy minimization function of saliency value S:

E = argmin
S

(
Eunary + Esmooth

)
(3)

The first term Eunary defines an unary constraint that each

superpixel tends to have the initial estimation for its temporal

saliency and spatial saliency. It is defined as

Eunary = (1− β)
nt∑
k=1

(Sk − Sk
M )2 + β

nt∑
k=1

(Sk − Sk
S)

2

= (1− β)‖(S− SM )‖2 + β‖(S− Ss)‖2
(4)



Table 1. Comparing the performance of our model when

integrated with different spatial saliency models
w/Itti w/GBVS w/SIG w/BMS w/RARE

sAUC 0.6360 0.6379 0.6393 0.6412 0.6445

NSS 1.2896 1.3145 1.2972 1.3203 1.3256

χ2 0.3695 0.3560 0.3633 0.3594 0.3573

Table 2. Comparing our model in different stages

Origin Smoothed No Center All

sAUC 0.6119 0.6188 0.6327 0.6445

NSS 0.9820 1.0396 1.1388 1.3256

χ2 0.4031 0.3951 0.3770 0.3573

nt is the superpixel number in current frame and S =
[Sk]N×1 is the optimized saliency value of each superpixel

in one frame. β controls the weights of temporal and spatial

saliency values and it is defined as:

β = exp(−max(SM )) (5)

When the camera is moving or there is no moving object

in a static camera, max(SM ) is small and β tends to be 1.

In this case, the spatial saliency is dominant. When there is

an apparent moving object opposite to the camera, motion

captures human attention.

The second term Esmooth defines a smooth constraint that

the final saliency value of one superpixel Nk
t in current frame

is close to the value of corresponding superpixel Nk
t−1 in

previous frame with saliency value Sp:

Esmooth =
nt∑
k=1

W(SNk
t − S

Nk
t−1

p )2

= (S− Sp)
TW(S− Sp)

(6)

W is the propagate matrix from the previous frame to the

current frame with the size of [nt×nt]. Considering that there

is no corresponding superpixel in previous frame for every

superpixel of the current frame, we define W as :

Wk,k =

{
1, if there exist corresponding ones

0.5, otherwise
(7)

Wk,k = 1 means that the saliency value of one superpixel

tends to keep consistent with the corresponding one in previ-

ous frame. And we set Wk,k = 0.5 is to consider that human

gaze will locate in the same spot even if the salient regions

turn into indistinctive ones. Especially, when the video scene

changes, there is no corresponding superpixels between two

frames. But human attention will locate at similar region in

several frames and then transfer to the next salient region in

new scene. We only set the diagonal elements and the other

elements in W are set as zero.

Table 3. Saliency prediction algorithm used in our evaluation.

S: Stimuli(I: Image, V: Video); D: input data(pxl:pixel; cmp:

compressed)

� Algorithm First Author Year S D

1 Itti Itti [2] 1998 I pxl

2 GBVS Harel [5] 2006 I pxl

3 AWS Diaz [4] 2012 I pxl

4 SIG Hou [6] 2012 I pxl

5 RARE Riche [3] 2013 I pxl

6 BMS Zhang [7] 2015 I pxl

7 STSD Hae [9] 2009 V pxl

8 PQFT Guo [8] 2010 V pxl

9 STUW Fang [10] 2014 V pxl

10 OBDL-MRF Hossein [11] 2015 V cmp

2.3. Highlight the gravity center of saliency maps

Contrast prior may highlight many parts in one frame. For

example, when there exists an apparent moving object com-

pared to background, contrast prior will highlight the whole

object. However, human attention usually focus on a small

region in video. For a given probability map, we consider

the gravity center as the most salient point. And the gravity

center(xc, yc) is calculated as:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

xc =
1

M

∑
x · S(x, y)

yc =
1

M

∑
y · S(x, y)

(8)

M is the total number of pixels. We convolve it with

a constant size Gaussian kernel to get a gravity center bias

map Sc. It represents the most salient region in S. In order

to highlight the most salient region and suppress the other

regions, the final saliency map Sf is represented by:

Sf = α× Sc + (1− α)× S (9)

where α controls the relative magnitude of the two maps. And

the S, Sc and the resulting Sf maps are all normalized.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Date sets and metrics

We test our model with a public available dynamic saliency

data set DIEM(Dynamic Images and Eye Movements) [18]. It

contains 84 high resolution videos from different scene types,

and each clip lasts 2 minutes on average. And it collects eye

tracking data from over 250 participants, and each clip has

on average 50 participants. We test our model in 20 clips

of DIEM according to [11], [19]. All clips are cropped to a

fixed 4/3 width/height ratio, and then resized into resolution

400 × 300. We use three common evaluation metrics: the

shuffled AUC (sAUC) [19], NSS and χ2. sAUC is designed
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Fig. 5. Analysis of (a) sAUC, (b) NSS and (c) χ2 with α
increasing from 0 to 1.

to reduce the impact of center bias. NSS is the response

value at eye fixations on the 0-mean-1-variance normalized

estimated gaze density map. χ2 measures distances between

two distributions, and it will prefer a peaky saliency map over

a broad one. For sAUC and NSS scores, the higher the better,

while for χ2 distance, the lower the better.

3.2. Parameters analysis

In this section, we analyze the parameter α. Fig. 5 shows

the results of sAUC, NSS and χ2 with α increasing from 0
to 1. It is obvious that the performance is stable when α is

within [0.4, 0.6]. And we finally select α as 0.4 to obtain

the highest sAUC score with suitable NSS and χ2 scores.

The next experiment tests our framework with different static

saliency models. We select five models (Itti, RARE, SIG,

GBVS and BMS) from Table 3. AWS is out of consideration

since it is time-consuming. Table 1 shows that integrating

with different static saliency models has a little effect. And we

choose RARE to calculate spatial feature because it performs

better than the others. Finally we test our model in different

stages: 1. Origin optical flow with contrast prior (Origin); 2.

Smoothed optical flow with contrast prior (Smoothed); 3. Our

model without gravity center bias (No Center); 4. Our model

(All). Table 2 shows that the performance is improved when

adding each part of our model. Especially, the gravity center

bias apparently improves the performance.

3.3. Compared to state-of-art models

We compare our algorithm with 10 state-of-art saliency mod-

els, which are listed in Table 3. Six of them are static saliency

models and the other can handle dynamic scenes. Especially,

OBDL-MRF predicts video saliency in compression domain

and other models are in pixel domain. These models are tested

with their default parameter settings. Then we resize the

saliency maps into 400 × 300 for fair comparison. In Fig. 6,

X-axis represents 20 clips in DIEM, and Y-axis represents

various methods. This figure shows the ranking of various

algorithms in sAUC, NSS and χ2 respectively. It is obviously

that our model performs the best in the three scores. OBDL-

MRF performs very close to our model in sAUC, but its

performance is common in NSS and χ2. This is because that

OBDL-MRF not only highlights the true salient region but

also considers much more parts than the groundtruth. Fig. 7
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Fig. 6. Ranking various models according to three scores: (a)

sAUC; (b) NSS; (c) χ2.

shows a series of saliency maps of each model. Frames are

chosen from 20 clips with varying scene types, including

sports, animation, movies, TV documentaries etc. As we can

see from the results, each frame usually has one main location

in dynamic videos, but in static models, it’s common to find

more than 2 locations to be considered as salient regions.

Our algorithm detects the most salient region and is more

consistence with human attention than the other approaches.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an effective video saliency detection

framework. In temporal saliency detection, we optimize

the raw optical flow field to obtain a more accurate motion

feature, and this new motion feature is applied to generate
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Fig. 7. Comparing saliency results with groundtruth and other algorithms on DIEM dataset.

the raw temporal saliency maps. In spatial saliency detection,

we utilize an existing quick and efficient model and it can

be replaced by other models. Then we integrate temporal

and spatial saliency maps in an adaptive strategy and com-

bine current saliency map with predicted saliency map from

previous frame. Finally, gravity center bias is introduced

to improve the sparsity of the final saliency maps. The

experiments show that the optimized optical flow is effective

and the proposed model obtains state-of-the-art performance

in benchmark dataset.
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